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ABSTRACT
South Africa is a linguistically diverse country: it is a home to 11
o�cial languages of which nine, excluding English and Afrikaans,
are Resource Scarce Languages (RSLs). Accordingly, many South
Africans struggle to access information wri�en in their native lan-
guages on the Web. Unfortunately, lack of access to information
hinders social economic growth. �is paper proposes a Web based
digital library to act as a central repository for content wri�en
in these languages that is crawled from the Web, and generated
or contributed by a community of users. Gami�cation features
have been incorporated into the digital library to motivate users
to contribute content to strengthen the collection of resources and
to increase community participation. Speci�cally, the paper: (i)
proposes a ranking algorithm, smart interleaving, to aggregate and
rank multilingual search results e�ectively from collections of vary-
ing size; and (ii) investigates which gami�cation features, among
leaderboard, noti�cations, virtual points and level, motivate users
to contribute content in the context of South African RSLs. �e
results show that users were motivated to contribute more content
to reach the next level than improving their leaderboard ranking or
virtual points. Further, the overall results on merging and ranking
multilingual search results show no signi�cant improvement in
using smart interleaving.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Information systems→ Digital libraries and archives; Mul-
tilingual and cross-lingual retrieval; Presentation of retrieval
results; Rank aggregation; Distributed retrieval;
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1 INTRODUCTION
South Africa is a multilingual country with 11 o�cial languages:
Afrikaans, English, isiNdebele, isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sepedi, Sesotho,
Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda and Xitsonga [5, 23]. Nine of the
languages, excluding English and Afrikaans, have minimal content
available online [19], labeling these languages as Resource Scarce
Languages (RSLs). Afrikaans and English are well documented
and researched [11, 19, 24]. Although, English is the lingua franca,
the majority of the population speaks at least one of the nine o�-
cial African languages [23]. Limited resources on-line reduces the
chance of the culture of the language speakers and the language
itself to spread.

�is paper proposes a centralized online digital library – Ban-
tuWeb – that features Web pages and digital documents in South
African RSLs. BantuWeb aims to make two contributions: �rstly,
tools for �nding digital content and creating content in South
African RSLs; and, secondly, insights in motivating speakers of
South African RSLs to create content in these languages. BantuWeb
contains content harvested from the Web and submi�ed by users.
�e portal aims to create a sense of excitement around RSL preser-
vation as well as to create a rich sub-Web of content that grows
over time, referred to as an ‘organic corpus’ [8]. Gami�cation ele-
ments are incorporated into the portal’s features to motivate users
to contribute their own content.

Gami�cation refers to the use of elements usually found in games,
being used in systems where they would usually not be found [10].
�e use of gami�cation elements aims to improve user experience
of the system [10, 16]. A leaderboard, virtual points, levels and
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noti�cations are the gami�cation features used in Bantuweb. Gam-
i�cation has shown to produce positive e�ects such as increasing
user interaction and service usage. However, many studies have
shown that this e�ect is context dependent and user type oriented
[16]. Accordingly, the e�ect of the gami�ed features was studied to
understand how users of Bantuweb would interact with and expe-
rience gami�cation. Moreover, previous studies have not explored
gami�cation on a digital library of RSLs.

BantuWeb consists of three major components: (i) a language
focused crawler, which crawls and indexes Web pages wri�en in
the nine languages; (ii) a Web portal, which is a central location for
users to access and contribute resources to increase the presence
of their language on the Internet; and (iii) a multilingual search
feature, which allows users to search for information in languages
of their choice. Supporting the search experience of polyglots is a
complex task: multilingual results need to be presented in a manner
that is useful to the context of the user [7]. User search experience
and evaluation of multilingual search results speci�cally in the
context of the digital library are studied.

�e remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
2 discuses related work. Section 3 provides the system design
overview. Section 4 discusses experimental design and results.
Section 5 discusses the results and Section 6 concludes.

2 RELATEDWORK
�e proceeding sections discuss features used in gami�cation and
their e�ect on the experience of users, and Multilingual Information
Retrieval (MLIR) search results aggregation and ranking algorithms
and strategies that have been proposed in literature.

2.1 Gami�cation
Gami�cation is an umbrella term for various features taken from
games that have been applied in non-game contexts. Gami�cation
techniques have been applied in various �elds, primarily in edu-
cation, intra-organisational systems and work environments. A
literature study by Hamari et al. [16] compared 24 empirical peer-
reviewed papers on gami�cation, and they found that leaderboards,
virtual points and achievements were the most used gami�cation
features. Leaderboards rely on a ranking system that is usually
implemented with virtual points or number of achievements. �is
co-dependence is a strong suggestion why these three features are
favourites among gami�cation features.

2.1.1 Achievements. Achievement gami�cation systems use a
rewarding strategy that gives extra goals to users for them to be
granted more points. Denny [9] made use of achievements in
an educational context, where students completed achievements
by contributing to an online learning tool. Denny’s study [9] re-
ported positive user feedback and improved quality of contributions
throughout the time of the study. Montola et al. [22] used achieve-
ments to motivate users of a photograph sharing application and the
majority of users reported an improved user experience. However,
they found that users �t into three groups: (i) users who enjoyed
the features; (ii) users who disliked features; and (iii) users who did
not understand the purpose of the features [22]. �is study shows
that gami�cation features can sometimes improve user experience
of a subset of users.

2.1.2 Virtual Points. Virtual points are rewarded to users to
perform a speci�c task on a gami�ed system. Farzan et al. [12]
investigated user motivation using virtual points on a social net-
working site in two studies [12, 13]. �e follow up study [12]
involved deploying a system used in the pilot study [13], to a bigger
user base and over a longer period of time. �ese are two objectives
that are part of BantuWeb’s future work. Farzan et al. [12, 13]
found that points are an e�ective motivation technique in both
their evaluations. �e follow-up study [12] had an opt-out option
from the gami�cation features, similar to Montola et al. [22]. �is
is because some users prefer to keep their contributions and ac-
tions private and disliked the publicity of their actions introduced
through gami�cation features [12]. Moreover, some users may dis-
like gami�cation features and systems should be available without
gami�cation [12, 22].

2.1.3 Leaderboards. Leaderboards in combination with virtual
points are the most used and successful gami�cation features. Pack-
ham and Suleman [26] used leaderboards and virtual points in a
crowdsourcing application to translate text from English to isiXhosa.
In another study, Havenga et al. [17] created a social media platform
for sharing heritage photographs and incorporated leaderboards
and badges to motivate contributions. Havenga et al. [17] revealed
that the leaderboard feature had a greater e�ect than badges. An
important observation made by Havenga et al. [17] is that a lot of
valuable content was gathered through the contributions made by
the users that could not have been collected otherwise.

Packham and Suleman [26] explored the e�ect of payments on
user participation or contribution, and found that participants were
reluctant to contribute without payment. Further, Packham and
Suleman [26] proposed that participants were motivated more by
�xed payment rates rather than performance based rewards. �e
study conducted on BantuWeb included an evaluation on what
factors motivated the participants to contribute content.

2.2 Merging Algorithms for Multilingual
Search Results

A multilingual information retrieval system returns search results
in multiple languages in response to a query submi�ed by a user in
a single language [27]. Current MLIR systems are modelled a�er
federated search systems, i.e, di�erent information sources contain
content in di�erent languages [20]. A common method to handle
MLIR involves a query translation step in which a user submi�ed
query is translated to the languages of the information sources
using resources and tools such as multilingual dictionaries and
machine translation systems [2, 5, 21]. �e current challenge of
MLIR is to present search results from multiple sources in an order
that will be useful to the user. Two common multilingual search
results presentation formats have been used – interleaving results
based on an algorithm or presenting results in di�erent languages
in di�erent tabs or pages [30]. Interleaving results requires a single
ranked document list to be created, which creates the problem of
result merging in Information Retrieval (IR).

Several algorithms for result merging have been proposed: (i) us-
ing normalised similarity scores [20]; (ii) downloading and translat-
ing retrieved documents [29]; and (iii) machine learning approaches
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that learn to rank documents using user preferences [14]. Ap-
proaches that rely on language resources and tools are currently
not appropriate for RSLs. Additionally, downloading documents
to perform machine translation is a computationally expensive
task. In the context of interleaving search results using normalised
scores, several algorithms have been proposed [20, 25]. Oztekin
et al. [25] used a Round Robin approach to rank results from a
federated search, i.e., ranking based on the order in which they
appear from each source – all the �rst results, followed by all the
documents ranked second, followed documents ranked third, and
so on. However, some studies have used raw scores, i.e., scores
generated by the ranking algorithm for each source or language
using methods such as cosine similarity [6, 20]. �is method as-
sumes the scores of the documents from di�erent collections are
comparable and merges the results into a single list using the origi-
nal scores. However, studies using raw scores have shown mixed
results: comparison of results with new algorithms obtains be�er
or comparable results [20]. Hence, the need for more research in
this area to understand which merging strategies work be�er for
di�erent contexts.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
�e BantuWeb portal is made of up three components: a Web portal
to allow users to interact with the digital library, a Web crawler to
get content from the Internet, and a search feature to allow users
to �nd content from the digital library. �e Web portal acts as a
gateway for end-users to access and interact with the system. Users
interact with the resources available on the Web portal or create
their own with registered accounts. �e system overview is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: BantuWeb System Overview

3.1 Web Crawler
�e digital library consists of Web pages crawled from the Web
and content contributed by users. �e language focused crawling
integrated a Web crawler and a language identi�cation tool. A
language identi�cation tool is used to identify the language of the
documents before it is indexed. A Java implemented Web crawler,
crawler4j1, was used to crawl the Web for documents wri�en in
1h�ps://github.com/yasserg/crawler4j

any of the nine languages. A language identi�cation tool – National
Centre for Human Language Technology (NCHLT) South African
Language Identi�er (SALID) 2 – was used to identify the language
of the documents during Web crawling and user document upload.
Apache Solr version 6.2.0 was used to index and search documents.
�e web crawler used a seed list of URLs extracted from searches
made to Bing using 1000 words for each supported language that
were created from NCHLT text corpora. Each language had its own
collection and was indexed separately. Table 1 shows the number of
documents crawled for each language. �e Web crawler retrieved

Language Collection Size
isiNdebele 2 127
isiXhosa 21 223
isiZulu 104 148
Sesotho 16 911
Sepedi 26 718

Setswana 16 275
siSwati 7 358

Tshivenda 3 397
Xitsonga 9 839

Table 1: Number of documents crawled from the web by lan-
guage

a total of 207,996 Web pages across the 9 supported South African
languages. A subset of the acquired collection was manually eval-
uated by 45 multilingual speakers within the multilingual search
evaluation task in Section 4.5 and reported that 18 Web pages had
an incorrect language out of 2,270 Web pages were viewed.

3.2 Search Platform
�e search platform allows users to search for user uploaded content
and content harvested from the Web. Apache Solr is used to search
for the relevant Web pages indexed in its collections. �e collections
being searched are speci�ed by the user’s primary language and
the language(s) which they have chosen to retrieve the results
in. �e search query that a user submits, is translated into the
selected language(s). �e translations are handled by the Google
Translate API, using the selected primary language as the source
language of the translation and the other selected language(s) as
target language(s). �e translated queries are submi�ed to Solr to
query the appropriate collection of Web pages or documents. Each
language collection returns its own list of results, which are merged
into a single result list and presented to the user. Figure 2 shows
the search interface for submi�ing queries.

Two algorithms for merging and ranking results were investi-
gated with the portal: blind interleaving and smart interleaving.
Blind interleaving ranks results based on their initial similarity
scores in a round robin fashion. �e �rst result from the language
of the query becomes the �rst result to be displayed, the second
result is the �rst result from the second language, until all the lan-
guages and results are covered. A smart interleaving algorithm
merges the results from each collection using normalised scores. A
2h�ps://rma.nwu.ac.za/index.php/resource-catalogue/nchlt-south-african-language-
identi�er.html
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Figure 2: Search interface for submitting user queries. (1)
selects the language of the query and (2) adds languages that
should be searched for.

re-ranking step takes the initial top ten results from each result set
and calculates the similarity scores as if the collection contains only
ten documents per language. �erefore, the collection size of each
result list is normalized to ten in the re-ranking step. Only the top
ten results from each collection are being re-ranked for the reported
experiments as we are only displaying top ten results to the user:
this is due to the fact that users expect the result they are looking for
to be higher up in the list and tend to not look further than the �rst
ten results [18, 25]. �e re-ranking algorithm uses Solr’s default
tf-idf based scoring method to calculate the normalised scores.

3.3 Web Portal Features
�e Web portal has features that are accessible to the public and
to registered users only. Non-registered users are able to navigate
user uploaded documents as well as search for content. Users
register to use the following features: upload documents and review
documents. Also, registered users have gami�cation features. Users
are rewarded with virtual points for completing tasks on the Web
portal. Users get 60 points for uploading a document and 15 points
for reviewing a document uploaded by other users. Users also
receive 1 point for each time their document is viewed by another
user.

Using virtual points as a ranking method, a leaderboard lists
all registered users. �e leaderboard aims to invoke competition
between users on the system to motivate them to contribute content
and compete for the top position on the leaderboard. Users have a
level based on how many points they have earned. �e levels get
increasingly harder to reach as the point di�erence between levels
increases. �e level feature is used as a progression indicator as
well as to allow users to work towards a goal when earning points.
Users are noti�ed and reminded of the gami�cation in various ways.
When users complete tasks, pop-up noti�cations announce how
many points the user has earned. A noti�cation bar reminds the
user how many uploads or reviews are needed to reach the next
level. �is feature aims to encourage the user to contribute by
reminding them of their progression.

�e Web portal or front-end was developed using Bootstrap as a
responsive mobile-friendly User Interface layer. �e Web portal is
localized using the ng-translate AngularJS package, allowing the
user interface to change to any of the nine South African RSLs by
selecting the desired language. �e translations for the Web portal
elements are de�ned in JSON �les that contain the lookup values
for each language. �e back-end was built using Python Django
to create an API that can be queried for content using a RESTful
architecture.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Two studies were done to evaluate gami�cation features and us-
ability of the portal as well as multilingual search. Convenience
sampling was used to recruit participants of the study and partici-
pants were drawn from the university population. �e eligibility
criteria for the experiments were to be at least 18 years of age and
to be a speaker of least one of the South African RSLs. 45 partic-
ipants took part in the studies, and an additional 5 participated
in a pilot study. Participants performed controlled experiments
and were asked to complete questionnaires before and a�er the
experiments using the LimeSurvey tool. All experiments took at
least 90 minutes and participants were compensated with money
based on the benchmarked time of the experiment.

4.1 Demographics
�e initial task in the study was a demographics survey to capture
gender, occupation, age and the languages spoken by a participant.
�is information is not tied to individual participants, but is used to
understand the demographics of the participants when examining
the results. Information about their search experience using any
of the languages that they speak was captured. Search experience
questions covered whether the participants search for content in
South African RSLs and how satis�ed they were with the results.

Participants Experiments were conducted by a group of partic-
ipants composed of 13 male and 32 female students, all between
the ages of 18 and 35. IsiXhosa was the most represented language
with isiZulu being second. �ese two languages have the most
representation, as they are the most spoken languages among the
South African RSLs.

4.2 Searching Habits
Participants were asked about their searching habits in the South
African RSLs. 58% of the participants indicated that they have
searched for online content in RSLs with the majority of them
searching on a monthly basis, as seen in Figure 3. Only six partici-
pants search frequently: weekly and daily. 42% of the participants
had never searched for content online using the investigated lan-
guages. �e reasons for not searching for content using RSLs are
shown in Figure 4. 65% of participants indicated that they are not
motivated to search for content online in RSLs because they cannot
�nd content, exposing the reason why 42% of participants do not
search for content online in RSLs.

However, responses from other questions indicated that partici-
pants consume content wri�en in African languages in other media,
such as books and magazines. Only 29% indicated to not consume
any content in these languages in other media.
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Figure 3: Content consumption in RSLs through online
search engines and other media

Figure 4: Reasons why participants do not consume online
content in RSLs

Among the participants who indicated to have searched for con-
tent online in RSLs before, the majority only �nd results occasion-
ally, as seen in Figure 5. When considering the quality of the content
found online, 46% of the participants indicated that the results were
poor or bad, as shown in Figure 6. From these recorded results
(shown in Figure 3, 4, 5 and 6), it can be concluded that there is
an interest to consume content in RSLs, yet users are not satis�ed
with the results and how o�en they �nd results.

Figure 5: How o�en results are found for online searches in
RSLs

Figure 6: �e rated quality of search results for online
searches in RSLs

4.3 Usability Evaluation
�e Web portal was evaluated in terms of the gami�cation features
and usability. Participants were given a task to execute and there-
a�er, they were asked to complete two questionnaires. �e usability
evaluation was conducted using the System Usability Scale (SUS)
[3, 4], to gauge the usability of the BantuWeb system. �e SUS iden-
ti�es any usability �aws present in the system. �e usability is also
a factor that can hinder the gami�cation evaluation, by preventing
users from using the system as intended. Participants answer 10
questions on a Likert scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly
Agree). Bangor et al. [1] have done extensive research about the
SUS, as a means of measuring usability. Bangor et al. [1] conducted
research into the individual questions of the SUS questionnaire and
also formulated a scale on which SUS scores can be interpreted.
According to Bangor et al. [1] a score below 50 is an indication of
serious usability issues, a score in the low 70‘s is considered good
and a score above 85 is considered excellent. �ese categories are
used to judge the score received for the BantuWeb portal.

�e system scored a SUS score of 70.1 out of 100, which is con-
sidered to be an almost good score and falls within the acceptable
range [1]. In Figure 7, the variation in scores is plo�ed, with the
minimum rating being 47.5 and the maximum being 90. �e mean
score of 70.1 suggests that the system has a good usability rating
and that there are improvements to be made. �e minimum score
suggests that some parts of the system were not usable, with some
ratings falling in the 45 to 55 region, indicating poor usability. �e
standard deviation of the SUS scores was 10.4. �is standard de-
viation is still a good result as the deviated scores still fall within
acceptable SUS scores. �erefore, the usability of the system was
rated well and implies no major faults in the user interface system.
�is means that the usability is an unlikely factor that in�uenced
the performance of the gami�cation features. Apart from the SUS
evaluation, a number of participants indicated that the system was
easy to use and they enjoyed using it. However, participants indi-
cated that some of the interfaces were clu�ered.
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Figure 7: Variation of SUS scores recorded for usability eval-
uation of the user interface of the web portal

4.4 Motivation Evaluation
Following the SUS evaluation, participants were asked to answer
questions to determine if the system features motivated them to
contribute content. �e questions were broken down into four
categories of evaluation : (i) level feature; (ii) leaderboard feature;
(iii) user experience on whether participants felt motivated and
rewarded while contributing content; and (iv) what motivated the
participants to contribute.

�e evaluation of the level feature consisted of six questions.
�ese questions asked whether the participants knew about the
level feature and its progression, participants wanted to improve
their level and if their level motivated them to contribute content
to reach the next level. Similarly, the leaderboard feature was
evaluated using six questions. �is category had questions to know
if a participant was aware of the leaderboard feature and if their
ranking motivated them to contribute content. �e third category of
the evaluation investigated whether participants felt motivated and
rewarded while contributing content. �e questions for evaluating
the leaderboard, level, and motivation and rewards categories are
listed in Table 2. Responses in these categories were averaged for
individual questions and for each category. �e results shown in
Figures 9, 10 and 11 use question codes that are in reference to
Table 2.

�e category evaluated what motivated the participants to con-
tribute and included an open ended question for participants to add
factors that were not included. �e part had eight options which
were to be ranked by the participants by how much they were
motivated by the factor (from the highest to the lowest), which
include: I am being paid, To contribute more than others, Ge�ing
points, Reaching the next level, To help others using this system in the
future, I think it is an important project, I want to increase the presence
of my language(s) and I want others to learn about my language(s).
�e questions were constructed to be similar to the SUS questions
in grammar and wording. �is part was analysed by assigning
weights to the ranked results. �e result ranked �rst is weighted
with 8 points, because there are 8 options, where the last ranked
element receives 1 point. �e points are summed across all results
to give a �nal list of ranked results.

Table 2: �estion codes for motivation evaluation

Code �estion
GE11 I was aware of my level at all times
GE12 I was aware of how many points I still needed to

reach the next level
GE13 I wanted to improve my level when I visited the

Website
GE14 I felt motivated to contribute because I wanted

to reach the next level
GE15 I uploaded documents to improve my level
GE16 I reviewed documents to improve my level
GE21 I was aware of my position on the leaderboard

when using the Website
GE22 I checked my position on the leaderboard at

least 3 times
GE23 I wanted to rank higher than other users featuring

on the leaderboard
GE24 I felt motivated to contribute because of my

leaderboard position
GE31 I uploaded documents to improve my

leaderboard position
GE32 I reviewed documents to improve my

leaderboard position
GE33 I felt motivated to upload documents
GE34 I felt motivated to review documents
GE35 I felt rewarded a�er uploading documents
GE36 I felt rewarded a�er reviewing documents

Figure 8: Results for the four categories that were evalu-
ated in the context ofmotivation, namely, level, leaderboard,
user experience on being motivated and rewarded; and (iv)
ranking of motivation factors

In reference to Figure 8, the leaderboard feature performed the
worst with an average score of 3.1/5 across all questions. �e
motivation and reward parts performed the best with high scores
showing that users were motivated to contribute content and that
they felt rewarded for contributing. �e level feature performed
be�er than the leaderboard feature with an average of 3.6/5. �e
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category scores indicate that the level gami�cation feature received
a higher positive response than the leaderboard feature.

To more closely evaluate how gami�cation features rank in terms
of motivating users to contribute content in RSLs, a Wilcoxon-
Signed-Rank Test was done on the responses to GE14 and GE24,
as these questions directly evaluated how the features motivated
users. �e medians of GE14 and GE24 were 3.7 and 3.3, respectively.
A Wilcoxon Signed-rank test shows that there is a signi�cant dif-
ference between the responses of the two questions (W = 243, Z =
2.8868, p < 0.05, r = 0.032). �is test shows that there is a signi�cant
di�erence between the scores recorded for GE14 and GE24, mean-
ing the level feature performed be�er than the leaderboard feature.
�estions GE13 - GE16 received high scores (> 3.5), indicating that
participants wanted to improve their levels and that levels moti-
vated them to contribute content. Scores above 3.5 indicate that
they are aligned with the ’Agree’ Likert scale answer, concluding
that the participants did agree that the level feature motivated them.
�is result means that the level feature was successful in motivating
users to contribute content on the Web portal. However, reviewing
other users contributed content to improve level was rated higher
than uploading own content to improve one’s level. �is is likely
due to the ease of reviewing documents compared to creating and
uploading documents.

Figure 9: Results of responses to questions evaluating the
level feature

�e individual scores for the leaderboard feature in Figure 10
received less positive results. A clear result is that participants did
not check their ranking on the leaderboard during the experiment,
as this question received an average response of 2.5. �e constrained
time frame could be a limiting factor for the leaderboard feature
because the users are too busy with the tasks to fully explore and
use the leaderboard feature.

�e question addressing the competition between users received
an average response of 3, meaning Neutral in the evaluation. �is
result indicates that participants did not purposefully compete
with other participants, but rather did not experience a sense of
competition as they did not agree or disagree with the statement.
Participants were slightly motivated by their leaderboard position
as seen by results to question GE24, GE31 and GE32, as these
had value >3, yet are aligned with the Likert scale of ’Neutral’.

�e response of motivation being ’Neutral’ again indicates that
participants were not in�uenced by the leaderboard feature as
expected.

Figure 10: Results of responses to questions evaluating the
leaderboard feature

�e motivation and reward sections got positive feedback (>3.5),
as seen in Figure 11. Participants felt less motivated to contribute
through reviews and felt less rewarded by doing reviews. �ese
lower results are presumably because the review feature is used
less in the tasks. �e di�erence could also be explained because
creating a document is a bigger contribution than reviewing a doc-
ument both in the e�ort required and virtual reward received. �e
increased e�ort and reward could motivate users more as the extra
e�ort is more rewarding than a lot of li�le contributions through
reviews.

Figure 11: Results of responses to motivation and reward
category

�e last category of ranking motivation factors was divided into
three factors: gami�cation motivation, monetary motivation and
community motivation. �e gami�cation motivation included the
level, virtual points and leaderboard motivational factors. �e sec-
ond motivator category was receiving a monetary reward for the
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experiment. �e community category is composed of the desire to
increase the presence of a RSL, to help future users of the system,
to educate other users in a RSL and to help the project become
a success because it is deemed important. �is last factor was
ranked higher by participants, i.e, participants were motivated to
contribute to increase the presence of languages. An interesting re-
sult is that all four community motivators were ranked the highest,
followed by the monetary reward and then the gami�cation fea-
tures. �e community motivators ranking above all is unexpected,
especially because Havenga et al. [17] found that competition was
valued more than community and collaboration. Havenga et al.’s
[17] study was conducted �ve years ago, which might be a reason
for di�erent results. Recent events in South Africa have led to a
strong call for decolonization across all sectors and could be a rea-
son why community values are regarded as more important than
competition. �e majority of content wri�en by the participants
was about decolonization and the student protests that were hap-
pening during that time across the country. Another reason the
results may di�er is that the format of contributions between the
two studies di�er. Havenga et al. [17] worked with photographs,
where this project works with text. Text contributions could be
more motivational because of community orientated goals than
photograph contributions are, yet this would need to be evaluated
further.

Another interesting observation is that the categories are grouped
closely together, where the community contributors all ranked
fairly close together and relatively far above the monetary reward
and even further from the gami�cation features. �e same pa�ern
can be seen in the gami�cation motivators, where all three have
similar point scores.

Figure 12: Motivational factors for content contribution

�e three gami�cation motivators in Figure 12 rank below the
monetary reward for participants, which suggests that the money
was more motivating than the gami�cation features. Of the three
components, the level was rated the best contributer, suggesting
that the level gami�cation feature motivated users the most to
contribute content among the gami�cation features. Virtual points
ranked slightly higher than competition, indicating that the idea of
virtual rewards was more motivating than the competition between
users. �e competition being less e�ective than the virtual rewards

is the opposite of what Havenga et al. [17] found. �e factor of
payment was something that needed to be considered as a bias in the
experiments, yet only ranked as ��h. �is result is good, because
it shows that participants did contribute for reasons other than the
payment. A small number of participants did indicate verbally and
through the comment section that they would have contributed
without payment. In addition, the majority of participants verbally
engaged with the researchers a�er the experiment to �nd out how
to access the portal outside of the experiment and when it would
be accessible. �e in�uence of the monetary reward, however, can
not be accurately measured as there is no control group to compare
the results to.

4.5 Multilingual Search Evaluation
Participants were asked to formulate a search query on some topics
covered in the collection. �ese queries were used to evaluate the
quality of search results using the two methods for merging and
ranking search results. �e task was divided into three phases:
query formulation, monolingual retrieval and multilingual retrieval
using isiXhosa, isiZulu and Sesotho and, lastly, answering a ques-
tionnaire. Only three languages were used in the retrieval task
due to the coverage of languages in Google translate as well as the
size of the corpus that was crawled for the individual languages.
In each retrieval task, participants marked the relevancy score of
each result, i.e., the top ten results the system returned for the
query, and the system captured these judgments. Participants were
also asked to answer a questionnaire about their search experience
on the portal. To compare the quality of results returned by the
two interleaving methods, two measures of overall relevancy eval-
uation were used – namely, Mean Average Precision (MAP) and
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). �e Mean Aver-
age Precision measure uses binary relevance judgments for each
result, i.e., a participant indicates whether a Web page or document
is relevant or irrelevant. �ese relevance evaluation measures make
the assumption that the relevance of each Web page or document
is independent of the other Web pages or documents that occur in
the result list [15].

P@n =
#relevant Webpaдes/docs in top n results

n
(1)

�e Average Precision (AP) of the results for a query is calculated
by ge�ing the average of the P@n for all values of n [15].

AP =

10∑
n=1

(P@n)

n
(2)

MAP is therefore calculated by taking the arithmetic mean of the
AP values for each query.

�e Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain measure was devel-
oped by Järvelin and Kekäläinen, which allows for graded relevance
judgements as opposed to the binary relevance judgements used
in MAP [18]. Based on the fact that users are less likely to look
at the results further down the list - a rank-based discount factor
is removed from the score of the Web pages or documents found
further down the result list [18]. �e average DCG of all the queries
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over all sources were calculated.

DCG =
10∑
i=1

V [i]
log(i + 1) (3)

A single NDCG value, α-NDCG was calculated for all the queries
submi�ed by the participants. �is is calculated by taking the
arithmetic mean of the NDCG values for each query [15].

NDCG = DCG
IDCG (4)

Where IDCG (Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain) is the ideal or-
dering of the DCG vector.
�e performance measures, MAP, DCG and NDCG, were used to
measure the relevancy of the top ten results returned by the two
interleaving methods. In Table 3 are the MAP, DCG and α-NDCG
values of the query results judged by the participants. �e expec-
tation was that smart interleaving will produce result lists with
higher relevancy scores to the user than blind interleaving. As
blind interleaving is the simplest interleaving method, it is used
as a base line for the experiment, and improvements are expected
from the smart interleaving method. �e hypothesis is that smart
interleaving will produce result lists with higher relevancy scores
to the user than blind interleaving. �e results indicate that there

Blind Interleaving Smart Interleaving
MAP 0.3047 0.3412
DCG 2.0798 2.3705

α-NDCG 0.5961 0.6224
Table 3: MAP, DCG and α-NDCG values for blind and smart
interleaving

may be a di�erence in performance for the queries. �e results were
calculated from 45 multilingual search queries, with each query
being repeated for both blind and smart interleaving. As seen in
Table 3, there is an increase in the MAP, DCG and α-NDCG scores
between the blind and smart interleaving methods. �e increase in
the MAP scores are not statistically signi�cant (p > 0.05) and there-
fore does not reject the null hypothesis. On the other hand, DCG
scores, which uses graded relevancy judgments, are statistically
signi�cant (p < 0.05) and therefore reject the null hypothesis.�e
DCG scores show that the overall relevancy of the results returned
in the �nal result list is higher for smart interleaving than blind
interleaving.

�e search feature does not take into account that the Bantu lan-
guages are agglutinative languages [28]. �erefore, the grammatical
information a�ached to the word, by pre�xes and su�xes, were
not removed when the documents were indexed and the queries
were submi�ed. �is might have hindered the documents or Web
pages that would have matched with the query.

5 DISCUSSION
�e addition of gami�cation features, such as a leaderboard, vir-
tual points and levels, as a motivational strategy, provided positive
results. Additional motivational variables were uncovered in the
evaluation that are a possible area of study for future work. �e

gami�cation features motivated users to contribute in the environ-
ment presented by this study. However, there was no control group
and the study was done in a short period of time (2 hours). �is
is a limitation of the study, as the results cannot be compared to
a system without the gami�cation features. A mean score of 3.5
is calculated from the questions that measured the motivation in-
spired by the gami�cation features. �is mean score aligns with the
‘Agree’ Likert scale answer, which suggests that the gami�cation
features did motivate users to contribute content. �erefore, the
results indicate that the gami�cation features had a positive e�ect,
bearing in mind the limitation of not having a control group. �e
level gami�cation feature proved to be the more e�ective gami�-
cation feature in the evaluation. �e level feature ranked higher
in the two evaluations that were made on gami�cation features.
Apart from these two results, a Wilcoxon test was done and showed
a signi�cant di�erence (p < 0.05) between the two features. �e
overwhelming positive feedback from participants and the search
habit results show the desperate need for a system such as this and
how much RSL speaking South African’s would use a system like
this.

Two merging techniques were compared: blind and smart in-
terleaving. Using MAP, a binary relevance measure, the results do
not show any statistical signi�cance in the improvement in smart
interleaving over blind interleaving. Similar results are obtained
for NDCG. Using DCG, a graded relevance measure, the results do
show a statistically signi�cant improvement in the relevance of
results returned by smart interleaving over blind interleaving. DCG
is a�ected by variations in the number of documents available for
a query, i.e., queries with more relevant results have a high DCG.
NDCG normalises this e�ect by dividing the DCG with IDCG, i.e.
the DCG of the best possible ranking. NDCG and MAP measure the
overall goodness of the ranking and the results obtained are similar.
�is is not surprising as normalised weighting scores have shown
in other studies to not improve quality of retrieval [29]. However,
DCG shows that there may be some variations in the number of rel-
evant results and the two ranking systems were unable to balance
this aspect.

6 CONCLUSION
Overall, the gami�cation features had a positive impact on the Ban-
tuWeb portal and motivated users to contribute in their RSLs. It
has been learned that in a Web based digital library, the level gam-
i�cation feature motivates users to contribute the most. Further,
it seems that the motivation behind content creation in the given
context is in�uenced by community orientated goals rather than
competition. Future work includes studying the e�ects of gami-
�cation on content creation over a longer duration of time with
more participants, which has not been possible within the scope
of this study. A bigger user base would reveal more pa�erns in
content creation. A last aspect that can be implemented further is
to allow more media to be added to the Web portal, such as videos,
pictures and audio. Although these would be harder to index for
searching purposes, they would add valuable content towards the
preservation of the South African RSLs.

�e two ranking algorithms, blind and smart interleaving, had no
signi�cant di�erence in performance, i.e., ranking highly relevant
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documents to the query. Future work in this area could include
morphological analysis techniques such as stemmer or n-grams,
spell checking on the user’s query, and a machine readable list of
synonyms for each language to able able to expand queries.

Finally, BantuWeb is planned to be used for further research in
IR for South African Languages. Data generated through search
by users on the portal can be used to train models for ranking
algorithms. Interestingly, the library can be used as a live laboratory
to test new tools and algorithms with real users for a longer period
of time.
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